
On the occasion of 89.Pitti Immagine Bimbo unduetrestella DESIGN WEEK will be one of the main 

characters in the basement of the Padiglione Centrale of the Fortezza da Basso. 

unduetrestella DESIGN WEEK is an exhibition format curated by unduetrestella, a communication and pr 

project about art and design for children based in Milano.

After many years cooperathing with the fair unduetrestella DESIGN WEEK is honored to be located at the 

playful and colorful Fancy Room area, a special space dedicated to lifestyle, full of proposals for furnishing 

accessories, technological objects and old style, homewear, gadgets, toys and much more in a selection rich 

of imagination and surprises that includes the best for the kids lifestyle.

unduetrestella DESIGN WEEK born in 2008 to point the attention to the most important Italian event 

dedicated to design since years, Design Week and prestigious Salone del Mobile, by dedicating a special 

week to art and creative projects for kids carefully scouted all around the world. 

The summer edition of Pitti Immagine Bimbo is the perfect time to show some of the novelties launched 

during the 2019 Desgin Week in Milano last April. 

unduetrestella DESIGN WEEK talks with the theme of the fair, giving space to projects and companies that 

interpret design and lifestyle for children as an aesthetic and functional solution to grow, not just by playing.

For The Pitti Special Click there are:  

the iconic wooden machine made of recycled wood by Alicucio as known as Arcangelo Favata, a sicilian 

artist and designer based in Torino, who collects and manipulates the structure of the discarded objects to give 

them a new life. alicucio.com

the hand crochet version of the British animated television star Shaun the Sheep, made by the brand of the 

Dutch designer Anne-Claire Petit well-known for its unique crochet pieces in natural cotton and 100% hand-

made. anneclairepetit.com 

the new toys and design elements from the latest MINI collection by the Danish company Bloomingville 

that combines unlimited creativity and great design in a nordic-style: bamboo furniture and funny pillows (to 

photograph!) which leave free room to the imagination, not only for the little ones. bloomingville.com

the ZZI Puzzle Animals black geometric shapes that turn into cats, giraffes lions with a piece of chalk...
like a real zoo; together with the OOLL Zoo stable, a minimal wooden modular element which can be many 

things thanks to the imagination of children. This is DSGN KIDS the brand from Switzerland by Barbara 
Achermann. dsgnkids.ch

the water resistant, hard-wearing and versatile backpacks from the timeless range inspired by Japanese school 

bags and 80s retro travel bags designed by Goodordering, the British independent company of cycling 

accessories founded by Jacqui Ma. goodordering.com
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the high quality sustainable products made with love for the environment and nature, by the Danish brand 

Haps Nordic that produces organic cotton multibags and home textiles, smoothie and snack bags, that can 

be used over and over in everyday life reducing packaging waste. hapsnordic.dk 

the toys of the Lauvely collections, carefully handmade by Laura Cima from Spain, knitted with 100% 

lambswool with a deep love at detail. From the legends of cycling to the Circus’ stars, and the ballerinas, 

unique pieces tha appeal both children and grown-ups. lauvely.com

the accessories for the school by the artist Magali Arbib, creator of the French brand Leçons de Choses, 

inspired by a vintage design to create a colorful, light, smart, and fashionable collection of folders, pencil 

cases, and lunch boxes. leconsdechoses.com

Dindola, the dual-height chair that turns into a rocking one, produced by the new Italian label Nini, nati con le 
ali, which design furniture for children inspired by the principles of Maria Montessori and the schools of Reggio 

Emilia to allow them to be independent and free their creative thinkingin the home. ninidesign.it

the ceramic dinnerware made of an embroidered napkin and placemat and decorated glass, inspired by the 

characters of the old fairy tales of Walt Disney created by Paola Sala, artist based in Milano who mixes the 

most different techniques to create timeless precious objects to pass on. paolasala.eu

the multi-purpose wooden and non-toxic toys, 100% handmade, by the Croatian Pinch Toys which makes 

the world happier with its puzzles, little houses, furniture for dolls, toy cars or animals encouraging the little 

ones to use their imagination. pinchtoys.com

all the collections of the small boxes with healthy chocolate to eat, and all the series of characters to build and 

collect from PLAYin CHOC by Maja Simler who combines the recipe of an organic chocolate, vegan, milk 

sugar-free to figures made of recycled cardboard to assemble. playinchoc.com

the vintage bijoux, embroidered vintage fabrics, objet trouvé, silk petals, ex voto, medallions with old 

photographs from Puella, little maison of poetic ornaments and embroidered memories created by textile 

artist Barbara Barbantini. puella.it

the eco-conceived organic bags and accessories made for cool kids by the French brand Rive Droite, that 

produces dedim and recycled cotton high-quality creations respecting the environment. rivedroite-kids.com

the elegant new wooden dolls from the unique and natural collection of timeless and classic games with great 

attention to detail by Wooden Story, a family-owned Polish company with a long history of three generations 

behind. woodenstory.pl


